Shrewsbury and West Shropshire CAMRA
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9-12 September
Suggested Route Monkmoor & Castlefields
to town via Coton Hill
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Bus Station
There is a frequent bus service (No1) between the bus station and The Abbey, putting this suburban pub within easy reach. Take the bus one way, walk the other!
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These pubs had consistently high beer scores before lockdown
These pubs intend to have additional/special beers for the event

The Abbey serves 4-6 ales from a range of different breweries. Beers score consistently highly. The pub will have an extra ale
available for the event. There is also a range of craft beers and BiB ciders (the pub was a runner up as Cider PoTY) - note: not all of
these meet the CAMRA definition of a real cider. Food is served and there is a large beer garden.
The Dog and Pheasant is a true community local in an early Victorian terrace. The tall houses opposite were once part of Bage’s flax
mill and it is possible the company owned the pub and paid workers partly in tokens. Four Marstons ales are on offer
The Telegraph appears to have inherited its name because its opening coincided with the death of Samuel Morse. Truly cavernous
inside, two ales are served, one of them sometimes a Castle Rock offering but more usually a LocAle. There are two shortcuts to the
pub from the D&P, but these are best left untrod unless with a local!
The Dolphin is owned and was sympathetically restored by Joules, but is not managed by them and is allowed to carry guest beers.
Considered a bit of a foodie pub (with good reason). The terrace overlooks the Crewe line. Unfortunately, the gas lighting is no
longer considred safe and is disused.
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It’s a fair old (1km) walk to the Royal Oak, but well worth it to get to Shrewsbury’s only Black Country Ales pub and its companions.
The core BCA range is carried along with a guest and a cider. The pub intends to have an additional ale for the event. Recently
arrived licensees Geoff and Sandra will make you very welcome.
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The Bird in Hand is the pub in Shrewsbury under the longest continuous stewardship, which will unfortunately end in October with
the retirement of licensee Alan Reynolds. In the meantime three ales are served, typically LocAles, in this two-roomed gem.
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The Woodman is a haven of pale hoppy beers in the town, many from Yorkshire and Sheffield in particular, and all served in great
condition. The last pub on the Ellesmere Rd for many miles north (because of restrictive covenants) it acts a local as well as a
destination.
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Tap and Can has been a revelation since its opening last year. Enthusiastically owned and managed there is an eclectic range of craft
beers on draught and in small-pack. Cask is not ignored, however, with an ever-changing range of four on offer. An even more
special range is promised for the event.
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The Castle Vaults is usually a pub with a split personality, quiet ale house (four on offer) during the day, club music venue in the
evening. However, although it can still get busy music is currently curtailed by Covid. The beer is still worth the visit, though. A large
and refurbised terrace is behind the pub.
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The Station Hotel is stablemate to the Castle Vaults and concentrates on craft and gin, although one LocAle is available. At the time
of writing no date had been set for its reopening, which depends on it,Tap & Can and the Castle Vaults being able to set up an
extensive pavement drinking on the corner with Chester St.
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The Albion Inn (formerly Albion Vaults) is currently undergoing major refurbishment. At the time of writing, the licensee hopes to
open for the event. The pub is the only tap of the St Anne’s Brewery.

As this route ends in the town centre, it inevitably passes more pubs than one crawl can accommodate. Completists and pub tickers should note that the
no-cask-ale Monkmoor is a couple of stops beyond the Abbey on the No 1 bus, that walking down from the Dolphin will take you past the Rock and
Fountain (where Shropshire CAMRA first met) and the Brittania which serve one ale each, and that the Marstons stocked Bull’s Head sits between Tap and
Can and the Castle Vaults. Enjoy!
Please follow the social distancing and hygiene rules in each pub. These have been carefully designed to match that particular pub and to keep you, your
group, pub staff, and others safe. They might change in response to the Regulations in force when you visit, so please be aware of restrictions on numbers
and number of households in your group. It is also more than usually important to drink responsibly to protect yourself, your companions and emergncy
responders. The QR code will take you to the Whatpub.com page for the Abbey, and you can find the others using the “nearby pubs” tab

